
information on the exhibition:
Besides the Vienna Academy of Fine Arts and the Vienna School of Arts and Crafts, the 
Munich Academy was an important destination for Croatian painters at the end of the 
19th century and the beginning of the 20th century. It was through the Munich Academy 
that the Croatian painting was pervaded by the well-known Piloty school of painting, 
followed by tone painting, plain-airism and the impact of French realism à la Leibl and 
Lindenschmit in the painting interpretations of Iso Kršnjavi, Ferdinand Quiquerez, 
Oton Iveković, Celestin Medović, Nikola Mašić and Menci Clement Crnčić. Symbolist 
and art nouveau influences were transmitted by Bela Čikoš Sesija, Robert Auer and 
Ljubo Babić. The Croatian history of art traditionally associates Munich with the notion 
of the so-called Munich Circle, which refers to education and the work of four Croatian 
painters, namely Josip Račić, Vladimir Becić, Miroslav Kraljević and Oskar Herman, 
who attended the Academy in the first decade of the 20th century and were often called 
the “Croatian School”.

Though represented in smaller numbers than other European nations, Croatian 
painters were present and recognised in Munich. Medović, Mašić and Auer participated 
in exhibitions and received awards. Although the role of Munich in the development of 
Croatian painting has long since been recognised in the Croatian history of art, on the 
occasion of the anniversary of the Munich Academy, this important part of the Croatian 
historical and artistic heritage is to be revived and given the place it deserves in the 
multi-national community of the “Munich School”.

The objective of this exhibition is to present the cross section of the Croatian 
painting at the turn of the 20th century, focusing mainly on its links with the Munich 
school of painting, and to participate in the celebration of the 200th anniversary of 
the Munich Academy of Fine Arts and the project “Munich as European Centre of Art 
Education” initiated by the Munich Academy and the Munich Central Institute of Art 
History. 

This exhibition will be the first to focus exclusively on the works most 
representative of the connections with the Munich Academy, by Croatian painters 
who studied there. This exhibition will also show, for the first time in Croatia, works of 
professors who taught Croatian painters, insofar mentioned in research by reference 
only, and hardly known both to Croatian art historians and to wide audience. The 
term “Munich School of Painting” is frequently used; thus exhibiting some of the 
works crucial for the formation of Croatian painters will contribute to its additional 
elaboration and explanation. 

The exhibition “Zagreb ñ Munich” will present more than eighty works of the 
following twenty Croatian painters enrolled in the Munich Academy of Fine Arts from 
1870 to 1914:

izidor kršnjavi, ferdinand quiquerez, josip bauer,nikola mašić, anton aron, 
dragan melkus, hugo lukšić, marko murat, mato celestin medović, menci clement 
crnčić, bela čikoš sesija, oton iveković, ivan tišov, robert auer, konrad filip, 
oskar herman, josip račić, vladimir becić, miroslav kraljević, ljubo babić.

[The list is based on the chronology of enrolments in the Munich Academy, according 
to the Academy Registry.]

About ten works by the following German painters from the holdings of the New 
Pinakothek in Munich shall be presented as well:

karl von piloty, wilhelm diez, wilhelm lindenschmit, nicolaus gysis,  
wilhelm leibl, ludwig löfftz, hugo von habermann, franz von stuck.

information on exhibits and their lenders:
About one hundred works from Croatia and abroad will be included in the exhibition, 
some of them exhibited in Croatia for the first time. 
lender: Croatia - Zagreb: Moderna galerija (Modern Gallery), Hrvatski povijesni muzej 
(Croatian History Museum), Muzej za umjetnost i obrt (Museum of Arts and Crafts); 
Split: Galerija umjetnina (Gallery of Artworks); Dubrovnik: Umjetnička galerija (Art 
Gallery); Rijeka: Muzej moderne i suvremene umjetnosti (Museum of Modern and 
Contemporary Art); Osijek: Galerija likovnih umjetnosti (Gallery of Fine Arts); Vukovar: 
Muzej grada Vukovara (Museum of the City of Vukovar); Našice: Zavičajni muzej 
(Regional Museum); Karlovac: Muzej grada Karlovca (Museum of the City of Karlovac)
Hungary - Budapest: Nacionalna galerija (National Gallery)
Germany - Munich: Nova pinakoteka (New Pinakothek)

authors of the exhibition:
Irena Kraševac, Ph.D., Petar Prelog, Ph.D., Institute of Art History

publications:
exhibition catalogue (bilingual, croatian and english):
Léon Krempel, How International Was the Munich Academy? 
Irena Kraševac, Stratification of Theme – Multiplicity of Genre. Croatian Painting  
at the Turn of the 20th Century in the Context of the Munich School
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programme of the symposium
multimedia hall of the hazu library,
strossmayerov trg 14, zagreb

thursday, 22nd october 2009
9:30 Welcome address

I. Munich as Centre of Art Education
 moderator: Milan Pelc

 Walter Grasskamp [academy of fine arts, munich]
 ‘Academic Artist’ - Attempt at a Characterisation

 Irena Kraševac [institute of art history, zagreb]
 Cultural and Historical Framework of the 19th Century 
 and the Beginnings of Art Education in Croatia

 Wolfgang Kehr [department for art pedagogy, 
 ludwig-maximilians university, munich]
 Academic Professors to Croatian Students at the Munich Academy, 1870 - 1920

 Break

 Marina Bregovac Pisk [croatian history museum, zagreb]
 History Painting in Croatia and Its Origin at the Munich Academy

 Frank Büttner [department for art history,  
ludwig-maximilians university, munich]

 The Munich Academy and Landscape Painting ñ History of a Tense Relationship

 Discussion

13:00 Lunch break

15:00 moderator: Irena Kraševac

 Birgit Jooss [german art archives, nürnberg]
 School of Sculpture at the Munich Academy since the Period  

of Adolf von Hildebrand - Figurative Sculpture Marked by Tradition

 Petar Prelog [institute of art history, zagreb]
 In the Footsteps of Affirmation of the Munich Circle Painting 

 Zdenko Tonković, Zagreb
 Ljubo Babić and Franz V. Stuck

	 Ljiljana Kolešnik [institute of art history, zagreb]
 The Munich Academy and Central European Art at the Beginning of the 20th Century

 Discussion

friday, 23rd october 2009
II. Dialogues between Croatian and German Art
 moderator: Petar Prelog

10:00 Zvonko Maković [department for art history at the faculty 
 of humanities and social sciences in zagreb]
 Expressionism in Croatia: Strategies of Modernity

 Lovorka Magaš [department for art history at the faculty 
 of humanities and social sciences in zagreb]
 Exhibitions of German Artists in Croatia and of Croatian Artists 
 in Germany during the 1st Half of the 20th Century

 Christian Fuhrmeister [central institute of art history, munich]
 Zagreb 1942: ìContemporary German Sculptureì. On the exhibition policy 
 in Croatia during the Second World War 

 Break

 Antonija Mlikota [department for art history at the faculty 
 of humanities and social sciences in zadar]
 Bauhaus Students from Croatia and Other Ex-Yugoslav Countries 

 Marija Tonković [museum of arts and crafts in zagreb]
 Influence of Bauhaus and New Objectivity on Croatian Photography 

 Closing discussion

accompanying programme

wednesday, 21st october 2009
19:00 Exhibition opening:  
 Zagreb-Munich. Croatian Painting and the Munich Academy of Fine Arts
 art pavilion in zagreb
thursday, 22nd october 2009
20:00 Exhibition opening:  
 Sketches and Drawings of Munich Students from the Holdings of the HAZU Cabinet of Graphics 
 hazu cabinet of graphics, hebrangova 1, zagreb
friday, 23rd october 2009
 Group visit to the accompanying exhibition from the holdings
 of the Modern Gallery: Croatian Painting and the Munich Academy of Fine Arts, 
 modern gallery, hebrangova 1, zagreb 

participants: 
art historians from Croatia and Germany
croatia
 institute of art history: Milan Pelc, Irena Kraševac, Petar Prelog, Ljiljana Kolešnik
 university of zagreb, faculty of humanities and social sciences,  

department for art history: Zvonko Maković, Lovorka Magaš
 croatian history museum: Marina Bregovac Pisk 
 university of zadar, faculty of humanities and social sciences,  

department for art history: Antonija Mlikota
 museum of arts and crafts in zagreb: Marija Tonković, Zdenko Tonković, Zagreb
germany
 munich, ludwig-maximilians university: Frank Büttner, Wolfgang Kehr
 munich, academy of fine arts: Walter Grasskamp 
 nürnberg, german art archives: Birgit Jooss
 munich, central institute for art history: Christian Fuhrmeister
language
 Croatian, German (simultaneous interpretation) 
publications
 book of abstracts, collection of papers, website
aim of symposium
 Inclusion of Croatian art into the international context of the Munich school of 

painting; setting guidelines for further cultural research of interrelations between the 
German and the Croatian cultures

2. international symposium 
 topics: Influence of the Munich Academy  

on the Croatian Painting of the 19th Century  
and the Beginning of 20th Century Art Education in Croatia

 Art in Croatia: Between the National and the International 
 Artistic Influences of the “Munich School”
 Artistic Dialogues between European Countries
 Organised by: Institute of Art History, Zagreb
 venue: Multimedia Hall of the HAZU Library,  

Strossmayerov trg 14, Zagreb
 time: 22nd - 23rd October 2009



robert auer,
Festive day, 1897

miroslav kraljević,
Self-portrait with a dog, 1910

nikola mašić, 
Goose-girl 
on the Sava river, 1880

oton iveković, 
Farewell of Zrinski and Frankopan
 with Katarina Zrinska, 1901

mato celestin medović, 
Bacchanal, 1893

ferdo quiqerez,  
Porta Terraferma, 1875

menci clement crnčić, 
Girl, 1890
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